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With increased amount of pollution in the environment, hair loss is very significant. Around 80% of
the human population gets affected with hair loss syndrome. Although, hair loss is often considered
as a hereditary problem, but dandruff also plays a major part in it. Dandruff occurs within scalp due
to increased rate of dirt particles within the air. With higher environmental pollution, dirt particles
within air will definitely increase. Itâ€™s very common. Unless the dandruff gets washed away from the
scalp properly, it will affect hair in a severe way.

Treatment of hair was quite limited during early days. However, with massive development of
medical science and technology, a lot of treatments have evolved out to treat hair loss and
baldness. hair transplant is the most common treatment for premature baldness. In fact, this
treatment can be availed even by a 60yrs old person. But, the most important part to focus at is:  Go
for a well reputed, highly expert and experienced trichologist.

There are several cases of inappropriate hair transplant surgery. Notable Indian actor Salman Khan
once went for a hair transplantation session. But, it was a total failure. He, then again headed
towards Dubai to get it done. Now, a celebrity like Salman Khan can afford the expenses quite a few
times. But for normal salaried people, such may not be the case. Improper treatment can be quite a
heavy loss to these individuals. So, itâ€™s always better to survey properly prior to selecting a suitable
trichologist. It needs to be kept in mind that hair transplantation surgery can be quite a costly affair.
And results will not show up instantly. It will take around six to eight months to experience full grown
hair. However, hair that will grow after transplant will be much stronger and have less chance of
falling. The three most common transplantation processes are FUT (Follicular Unit Transplant), FUE
(Follicular Unit Extract), & SR/TR (Scar Revision/Transplant Revision).
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For more information on a hair transplant, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a hair transplant surgery!
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